The 4th chapter of PILOT includes work from 5 photographers, 4
stylists and 8 models. There are 5 fashion editorials shot in 3 countries
& an interview with our new best friend Carlo Van de Roer.
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The Portrait Machine
New Zealand-born photographer Carlo Van de Roer is fascinated by more than colour,
subject and composition. Intrigued by the surprisingly wide-held belief that lens-flare can be
attributed to the spirit world, the photographer’s most recent project involves aura photography.
Pilot speaks to New York based Carlo Van de Roer.

You’ve just spent a month back in Wellington shooting
some fashion for PILOT and portraits for the Portrait
Machine Project, which has just shown at Suite Gallery.
How was your time in Wellington?
It’d been a couple of years since I’d been home, so it
was great to get back and see my family, and I’ve learnt
that summer is in March now, so it worked out well.
You’re best known as a fine arts photographer. How
do you approach the very different challenge that is
shooting models and fashion?
I usually work on personal projects in a pretty
introverted way, so coming out of that bubble to work
with a crew of people on a tight deadline is really
invigorating — like mountain air, or a really nice cup
of tea. I think it’s healthy to change your focus and
the two areas cross inform each other.
Tell us about the fashion editorial you shot with
Kate Ruth for this issue?
Kate is an amazing stylist, she wanted to go for a sort
of future bogan pin-up aesthetic. Working with her
allowed me to focus less on the fashion and more on
making the images look the way I wanted them to.
We had access to some interesting continuous lights,
torches and antique studio lights. Working in an

otherwise blacked out studio environment, we created
the images mostly in camera.
The Portrait Machine Project involves you taking
photographs of people’s auras. Can you explain this
concept, how it works and what it means?
The photographs are made with a modified Polaroid
camera developed in the 70s by an American scientist
in an attempt to record what a psychic might see. The
project explores the idea that a portrait photograph can
reveal an otherwise unseen and accurate insight into the
subject’s character. I think of a portrait photograph as
the result of the dynamic between photographer, subject
and viewer. Within this I’m interested in the role of the
camera and the idea that it can offer an insight into those
people or that dynamic. There’s a printed description
that accompanies each photograph which is generated
by the camera itself, it describes first how the camera
views the subject, and separately what personality the
subject is expressing to the photographer and others
— suggesting an attempt to separate or bypass the
control of the photographer and subject. The subject
is connected directly to the camera by hand-plates that
measure biofeedback, which the camera depicts as an
aura of colour in the Polaroid and translates into the
printed diagram and description which is presented
to the viewer along with each photograph in a similar
manner to a caption.

What is your personal opinion on the accuracy of
aura photography?
Part of why I wanted to use this camera to explore
the portrait making process is what it promises —
it’s marketed as an accurate and precise machine for
providing an insight into a subject’s character and
personality. It has undertones of impartial accuracy
in part because it allows the photographer little
manipulation of its mechanisms, it’s built around
an instant land camera and has only one button.
Aura photography is a pseudoscience that borrows
authority from medical and scientific imaging devices,
it evolved from a type of photography that sought to
objectively measure and document unseen aspects of
the human body, popular around the time the term
“x-ray” was coined.
Do you have an interest in the paranormal in general?
Where does this stem from?
I’m interested in the idea of using photography to
document what would otherwise go unseen, and while
maniacally researching orb hunters a couple of years
ago I came across the aura camera technology.
Have you personally had any supernatural experiences
with this project, or in your life at all?
Last time I was passing through Eketahuna something
unusual occurred, but what happens in Eketahuna
stays in Eketahuna.
Your TPMP portraits are often hauntingly beautiful.
Have you ever had any that have come out as dark and
sinister looking?
There have been a few very dark images, but there is
something in the nature of the polaroid that keeps
them from looking overly sinister.
What sort of reactions do you get from the subjects of
The Portrait Machine Project?
Really varied, it has been interesting to see people’s
expectations of the process. People have come with

very specific expectations, and have tried to alter
themselves or the studio to control the cameras
interpretation by wearing very large crystals on their
head, refrigerating themselves etc...
Do they generally agree with the findings?
No, not always, I like the tension between the subject
and the camera’s interpretation of them so I’ve been
photographing people who are familiar to me, or that
I have expectations of — including friends and people
whose personalities are in the public sphere.
Who did you shoot for TPMP while in Wellington?
My Parents and my Grandma who’s 91, Samuel Scott,
Luke Buda, Conrad Wedde, Richie Singleton, Will
Ricketts and Tom Callwood from Phoenix Foundation,
Bret McKenzie, Joe Lindsay, and Metiria Turei. I also
exhibited some portraits of other Wellingtonians I had
photographed here in NY (Taika Waititi and Martynka
Wawrzyniak), but I would love to get back to NZ and
photograph more.
This is an ongoing project for you. What is the end goal?
At the moment I am focusing on subjects whose
personalities or jobs deal with identity. I recently
photographed James Frey whose public personality
also has a lot to do with truth and authorship. I asked
James to try to manipulate the cameras reading but it
was steadfast in its interpretation of him. The shoot
was fun, James is an interesting guy and working with
people like him is one of the things I enjoy about this
project. So it’s ongoing but I am also working on editing
the project down to a specific number of portraits.
What else is coming up for you this year?
I’m heading to France next week to exhibit at the
Hyeres Photography Festival. Later in the year the
Project will be shown by M+B gallery at Paris Photo
and there will be an exhibition of the work at M+B
in Los Angeles.
www.vanderoer.com
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